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1.1. The principal aim of linguistic investigations during 20th century was intended to discover the essentials, 

that is, 'rules' governing the phenomena - linguistic materials. Around the last decade of 20th century, due to 

the amazing leaps of computational instruments and also the discovery of physiological structures and 

functions of human brain, we could take notice of the substance of linguistic competence. It means that we 

hasovercome the paradigm of the 'rules and procedures' as phenomenal interpretations, and we have another 

task to examine the essence of linguistic competence closely. The investigation and research into human ability 

of information processingmight ultimately lead to the solution of human linguistic ability, because human 

linguistic ability is one component or a combination of several modules of human intelligence. A recent 

'cognitive' study of human brain makes clear that the substance of human nature belongs to human 

intelligence.! It could be said that human intelligence is human itself. 

1.2. As a point not to miss, language is a set of social phenomena. The socio-biological aspect of linguistic 

research still demands its domain. Social linguistics and diachronic analysis of comparative linguistics have 

treated collective variations spreading to generation to generation, region to region, social-class to class. But the 

regularity of the changes could be found as independent variable without the interaction of human intelligence? 

For example, the motivation and rules governing a crowd of ants could be found anywhere apart from an ant? 

According to evolutionary biologists social behaviors of all creatures are also determined by nature-in its 

genes.2 Is it applicable to human-beings, too? We believe the question would be answered in the near future 

because human-beings always eager to know about himself and herself. Although the controversial problems 

are still remained, it is a present question to find out a tendency or regularity governing the linguistic changes. 

1.3. Language changes occur mainly due to the divergent grouping of language societies, except an artificial 

reformation - language plan.3 The linguistic divergences according to space and time were retreated 

traditionally in the field of dialectology and historical-comparative linguistics. In this article, the variations and 

thereafter the process of changes of a particle4 '-sa', which is supposed as cognate forms, would be discussed in 

the integrated method of dialect research and comparative study. The main topic would be the semantic

functional analysis of '-sa' at the postpositional distribution. At the same time it would be considered further 

how the linguistic methods handle the linguistic data. 

! Jllllg-mo Yi (2010), Cognative science, Hakji-sa (Seoul). 

2 Richard Dawkins (1993), The Selfish Gene (Korean Edition), Eulyu-publishing co. (Seoul). 

3 Chllllg, Woolaek (2011). A Diachronic Review of the Laguage Plans in the Korean Peninsula, Bulletin of Faculty of Human Culture 

and Science at Pref. Univ. of Hiroshima v. 6. in pp. 111-120. 

4 As the term 'particle' has a vague nuance and it has been used as such usage by historicalllnguistics, I prefer the term 'postposition' 

considering the synchronic system of oppositions in a synlactic-morphological context. 
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2. The divergence of '-sa' in Korean language 
2.1. The semantic function of '-za' in Middle Korean language (15-16C) is to specialize and emphasize the 

preceding word or phrase.s The distribution of '-za' in Middle Korean ranged from noun or noun-equivalent 

phrase to verb-phrase. It means that '-za' has been developed from an additional particle. In contemporary 

Korean language '-za(.t. J-)' was developed to declensional ending (EfuJfHfr}E§:-ol 0]:) and conjugational ending 

(Efufflllff}E§:-o-J 0]:). In both cases the basic meaning of morpheme '-za' was to emphasizing the preceding word 

and restricting the range of the subject. The morphological characteristics of '-za' was also a particle, which 

could be attached to any position. 

2.2. In contrast to the development of '-za' in the Central Dialect of Korean language, the Southeast Dialect has 

revealed another way of divergence. In the case of conjugational endings, it followed the same changes as the 

Central Dialect showed. On the other hand declensional ending '-sa' remains as the Middle Korean language 

did. We can identify the different way of divergences according to grammatical categories, which means that 

grammaticalization could occur easily at the circumstances of noun-like environment. 

2.3. It is needed to confirm the basis of the change' -*sa' > '-za' at this stage. At first, the Southeastern Dialect 

has revealed the resistances to reformation waves and has preserved old forms in comparison with any other 

dialects in Korean language. Therefore we can assume the direction of changes '-*sa' > '-za' is more rational, 

than that of '-za' > '-sa'. 

In spite of the probability of '-*sa' > '-za', the usage of '-sa' has not been reported as yet in the 

Northeastern Dialect-another dialect which retains old forms6, compared to other dialects. 

3. The divergences of '-sa' in contemporary Japanese language 
3.1. The basis of assumption that both '-sa' have a cognate relation stands on a still-hypothetical cognate theory 

between Korean and Japanese languages. In spite of the obscure cognate relation between two languages, the 

word-formation rules show abundant similarities especially in semantic-functional aspects of postpositional 

word-formation, such as conjugational and derivational processes. Considering the borrowing of grammatical 

unit hardly occurs, the relation of both '-sa' could not be interpreted as a borrowing or a coincidence.7 

Although the cognate relation is not proved yet, such a comparative (contrastive) research would permit us a 

S 1) as a postpositional particle following nOWl-pharase 

0] ZfA]l!>} l.\l ~1-J~ tJ ..... uD ':Q-5:.c} (<>:j 6-14) 

GJ:§] ff~o]l!>} 0] ~ilii~]1-J ('r;l:& 3-51) 

2) as a additional particle following verb-phrase 

¥- ~% 1:l.]:&l!>} ~M.] :t.:r::ii ~0.2 % A.21:l 0.1-J (~ 35) 

1,!!O;;ltiJ.IO\';"ir.Aj:l!>} l:i~ .:rE.A]c]O]C} (% 125) 

6 Such a case was not reported in the dictionaries-contemporary or archaic-published in North Korea. 

7 For example the subjective marker '-ga' in Korean language could be interpreted as the spread of dialectal unit '-ga02', which has 
been used in emphasizing the preceding word after '-i' usual subjective marker in dialects and Middle Korean language. A similar 

case is fotmd in Northwestern Dialect in Korean language. It is a subjective marker' -re'. 

The relation between '-ga02' and '-ga' subjective marker in Japanese language still remains as an Wlproved problem. 



meaningful viewpoint of word-fonnation theory between two languages. 

3.2. The semantic-functional aspects and the dialectal distribution of both '-sa' would be discussed as follows. 

In Modem Japanese '-sa' as a particle had been spoken by male class as a male usage, which meaning is to 

express his own feelings or to confinn his own utterance.8 But our interests are now put on the variations of 

dialects. 

(1) It represents a direction or a location.9 

(2) It represents a objective marker. 

(3) It represents a transition of location. 

(4) It represents a subjective marker. 

(5) It represents a definite marker. 

(6) It represents a emphasis marker which express his own feelings or judgment. 

The examples are mostly found in Touhoku dialects. It is uncertain that the semantic-functional 

variations at the present stage would be updated-refonnation ones during modem ages. From a viewpoint of 

traditional geographical studies it is probable that the old usages and fonns are bound to be retained in the 

distant area from a refonnation waves. It can be supposed that the semantic-functional usage of '-sa' in the 

Touhoku dialects is preserving rather older ones compared with the ones of other dialects. That is, the 

'Narrowing Down' of semantic-functional load and geo-linguitic distribution of '-sa' in Japanese dialects is 

observed by the diachronic changes of particle '-sa'. 

4. So far the changes of a particle '-sa' was surveyed from a view point of comparative (contrastive) method: 

the reduction of semantic-functional load, the transition of meaning, synchronic variations. It was mainly taken 

into consideration at this article that the methodological attempt was discussed rather than the strict study of the 

historical-comparative method. The result of up-to-now consideration about a particle '-sa' is shown as 

<Tablel> below. As subsequent results, in Korean dialects the particle '-sa' has settled into grammatically

stable stage, that is, a postposition. And in Japanese dialects, the particle '-sa' has shown the expansion of the 

extension, that is, the expansion of meaning and usages. 

<Tablel. A diagram of the relation between both '-sa'> 

(in Korean dialects) (In Japanese dialects) 

-saW1 
(*-sai » -za > -(iy)a ~ 

~ ~ -sa02 
(*-sai » >-saj (cognate variations) ~ 

i: original form at a certain stage ...... -san 
(Pragmatic/semantic variations) 

8 In the Touhoku (JIt~t) dialect of contemporary Japanese the case marker '-sa' has the sarne meaning of case marker '-e' and '-ni', which 

was changed from '-sarna'. The relation between '-sa' originated from '-sarna' and a particle '-sa' cannot be confirmed. 

9 The examples are omitted for convenience and are shown in the dictionary <The Great Japanese Dictionary (13 *OOlflf*J'i$~) > (!J'~ 

ti') pp. 1238-1239. 
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Abstract 

On the Changes of Particle '-sa' from a viewpoint 
of comparative method 

Wootaek Chung (Pref. Univ. of Hiroshima) 

The variations and thereafter the process of changes of a particle '-sa', which is supposed as cognate 

forms, was discussed in the integrated method of dialect research and comparative study. The main topic was 

the semantic-functional analysis of '-sa' at the postpositional distribution. In Korean dialects the particle '-sa' 

has settled into grammatically-stable stage, that is, a postposition. In Japanese dialects, the particle '-sa' has 

shown the expansion of the extension, that is, the expansion of meaning and usages. In conclusion, we could 

find the both directions of grammaticalization and narrowing down of a grammatical particle. 
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